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Intro

Edge Eyewear’s Ultra Series was specifically created for the bold and daring – the ones who enjoy expressing 

their individuality while they face the tasks and challenges life throws their way. We think you’ll be as excited 

as we are about these creative options that add even more personality to the style, comfort, and durability you 

have come to expect from Edge. With so many choices, which one’s for you?

Be Who You Are
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According to the CDC and Department of Labor, there are over 10,000 eye injuries in North America every day. Approximately 2,000 

of these injuries require medical treatment and 3 – 5 days off work. Additionally, many are shocked to learn that 63% of all eye 

injuries happen away from work—at home and during recreational activities. To decrease these statistics, the American National 

Standards Institute (ANSI) and Military Combat Eye Protection Systems (MCEPS) created intense impact and rigorous optical tests 

to determine the quality and effectiveness of safety eyewear. Edge Eyewear glasses are independently tested by the accredited                                   

                            for compliance with ANSI/ISEA and MCEPS standards.

protecting you with standards

In 1922, the National Bureau of Standards created the first standard for eye and head protection, which has been revised, improved, and 

renamed over the decades. The current version is ANSI/ISEA Z87.1-2015, which is enforced by OSHA. Edge Eyewear meets the high impact level 

of this standard, referred to as Z87+.

ANSI/ISEA Z87.1+2015 (Safety Standard)

To meet the need for a more aggressive standard than the ANSI/ISEA version, the Military Combat Eye Protection Systems (MCEPS) standard 

was established, the current version being MCEPS GL-PD 10-12. This standard contains a series of impact tests simulating intense ballistic 

velocities faced in combat.

MCEPS GL-PD 10-12 (military ballistic Standard)
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polarized smoke lenses provide the perfect all-around tint 
for bright light conditions. This popular lens color blocks sunrays 
without causing color distortion. The addition of a polarizing filter 
increases clarity by reducing glare.

16%  LIGHT TRANSMISSION

In 1999, Edge Eyewear pioneered the world’s first polarized lens for safety glasses. This technology can be compared to horizontal 

blinds where slats create a filtering layer that blocks glare from above and reflected light from below, allowing only direct light 

rays to enter. This maximized visual clarity is ideal for environments with bright sun, snow, water, or sand.

polarized lens [for reduced glare]

With Polarized LensWithout Polarized Lens

ALL EDGE EYEWEAR LENSES PROVIDE 99.9% UV PROTECTION – THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF PROTECTION ON THE MARKET

lens transmission

Choose a lens for the following conditions:

Bright Sunny 
Conditions

Partly Cloudy 
Conditions

Snowy or High 
Altitude Conditions

Desert 
Conditions

Cloudy 
Conditions

Hazy 
Conditions

Water 
Conditions

Indoor or Low 
Light Conditions

Cloudy, Snowy, or High 
Altitude Conditions

85%  
LIGHT 
TRANSMISSION clear lenses are the classic option for safety. With pristine clarity, 

they are an excellent choice for indoor and low light conditions.

copper lenses make outdoor conditions appear sharper by filtering 
high levels of blue light. Copper also increases depth perception and 
contrast, making it the ideal tint for daytime driving and golfing.

smoke lenses provide the perfect all-around tint for bright light 
conditions. This popular lens color blocks sunrays without causing color 
distortion.

polarized copper lenses make outdoor conditions appear 
sharper by filtering high levels of blue light. Copper also increases 
depth perception and contrast, making it the ideal tint for daytime 
driving and golfing. The addition of a polarizing filter increases clarity 
by reducing glare.

65%  
LIGHT 
TRANSMISSION anti-reflective lenses can be used in most indoor and 

outdoor conditions. A light silver mirror coating on a clear lens reflects 
excess light and reduces glare.

80%  
LIGHT 
TRANSMISSION yellow lenses make dull, overcast conditions appear brighter and 

filter low levels of blue light. They also increase depth perception and 
contrast during dawn or dusk activities, including driving.

8%  
LIGHT 
TRANSMISSION

8%  
LIGHT 
TRANSMISSION

16%  
LIGHT 
TRANSMISSION

14%  
LIGHT 
TRANSMISSION
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TORQUE
series 

reclus
SR136 / Smoke

brazeau
XB136 / Smoke
TXB236 / Polarized Smoke

kazbek
SK136 / Smoke

caraz
HZ136 / Smoke
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brazeau
XB116-P1 / Smoke
TXB216-P1 / Polarized Smoke

brazeau
XB146-P2 / Smoke
TXB246-P2 / Polarized Smoke
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brazeau
XB116-A1 / Smoke
TXB216-A1 / Polarized Smoke

brazeau
XB116-A2 / Smoke
TXB216-A2 / Polarized Smoke
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brazeau arctic
XB116-AC / Smoke

brazeau Huntress
XB116-H1 / Smoke
TXB216-H1 / Polarized Smoke

brazeau
XB146 / Smoke
TXB246 / Polarized Smoke
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SKULL

brazeau
XB116-S / Smoke
TXB216-S / Polarized Smoke
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e d g e e y e w e a r . c o m

8009-V17.1
customerservice@edgeeyewear.com
toll-free: 866.953.7325


